
Robert Smith 
Makeup Artist & Cosmetic Sales

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To professionally interact with clientele by providing outstanding customer 
service. To go above and beyond expectations and complete each task 
assigned. To continuously educate myself on new developments, strategies,
and grow with the company. To advance in my position by example of hard 
work and determination.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Makeup Artist & Cosmetic Sales
Pretty Faces Limited -   October 2014 – 2019 

Responsibilities:

 Apply makeup, cosmetics, mascara, eyelash, lip liner, eye liner, powder,
etc.

 Cleanse and tone the skin in order to prepare it for makeup application.
 Alter or maintain makeup during productions as necessary to 

compensate for lighting changes or to achieve continuity of effect.
 Sketch different looks and photograph final result for future reference.
 Buy cosmetics from vendors, sell cosmetics to clients.
 Makeup for different events like weddings, special events, prom, dates, 

etc.
 Style hair in different looks/hairdressing.

Makeup Artist
ABC Corporation -   2011 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 M.A.C.
 Cosmetics Jul2011-Jul2012 Makeup Artist Job Description Specializes in 

marketing and promoting beauty products especially makeup.
 Requires many years experience as a well-trained professional in 

handling and applying makeup.
 This includes suggesting the right combination of colors for skin and 

face, demonstrating the use and proper application of products, 
individual client teaching, and group training events, proper knowledge 
of tools, their uses and constant training of artistry skills.

 The artist has accountability for goals required for pre-sale of holiday 
merchandise, booking events and daily sales goals.

 This position requires multitasking many clients with exceptional 
customer service while performing artistic full face makeovers in a 
given time frame.

 All artists are also accountable for knowing their yearly sales goal, 
weekly sales goal, and making these calculations on a daily basis..

Education

Associate Arts in Fashion Merchandising and Marketing - (Fashion 
Institute of Design and Merchandising - Los Angeles, CA)
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CONTACT DETAILS
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Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Customer Service Skills.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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